Regressargumentsagainst the language of thought
STEPHEN LAURENCE & ERIC MARGOLIS
The Language of Thought Hypothesis (LOT) is a familiar theory in
contemporary philosophy of mind, though it remains highly controversial.1 One of the most persistent and influential reasons for rejecting the
theory is that it involves some kind of infinite regress. Indeed, in many
circles the Regress Argument (as we will call it here) is considered decisive.
Defenders of LOT, we are told, have failed to appreciate a pivotal turn in
analytic philosophy and are repeating mistakes that Wittgenstein and
others have warned us about time and again. Simon Blackburn's discussion
in Spreading the Word is fairly representative. While endorsing the Regress
Argument he suggests that it forms a central part of a set of 'considerations
which are by now quite familiar in modern philosophy of language' that
'destroy' any 'dog-legged theory' - Blackburn's term for a theory that
holds that words are 'reinterpreted into another medium, such as that of
Ideas, whose own powers explain the significance words take on' (Blackburn 1984: 40).
We think this is all wrong. But, moreover, we think that even the most
ardent supporters of LOT tend to give the Regress Argument too much
credit. The argument is fundamentally mistaken. To show this, we will
work through three crucial versions of the argument and point to the
different ways supporters of LOT have handled them. Then we will offer
our own response.
Let's begin with Jerry Fodor's discussion in what has come to be the classic presentation and defence of LOT (in Fodor 1975). Fodor considers two
versions of the Regress Argument, the first of which addresses the fact that
natural languages are learned. The argument can be represented as follows.
Regress on Learning
(1) Natural languages are learned.
(2) Supporters of LOT appeal to certain features of a postulated
language of thought in order to explain this fact.
1

LOT claims that much of cognition takes place in an internal system of representation that has language-likestructurein the sense that it has a compositional syntax
and semantics.It is not part of LOT,as we will be construingit here, that the internal
system of representationis innate, species universal, or even distinct from (in the
sense of being non-isomorphicto) naturallanguages.Likewise,LOT does not involve
the claim that there is a single system of mental representationthat is used in all
human cognition, nor does it involve the claim that every aspect of a mental life can
be explained by referenceto a languageof thought.
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(3) But the language of thought must also be learned, so supporters
of LOT must now explain how we learn this internal language.
Dilemma:
(4) Either, the learning of this internal language is explained in the
same way the learning of natural language is explained, in which
case another language will have to be invoked - i.e., a third
language - and an infinite regress ensues;
(5) or the learning of this internal language is explained in some
other way, in which case this alternative explanation might have
been given for natural language, and the introduction of a
language of thought could have been avoided.
The bottom line is supposed to be that defenders of LOT either find themselves in an infinite regress or else their commitment to a language of
thought is gratuitous. Fodor's notorious response is to deny premiss (3).
According to Fodor, the language of thought isn't learned - it's innate - so
there isn't a regress.
This response may not be entirely wrong, but we aren't nearly as
comfortable with it as Fodor seems to be. First, it relies upon a strong
empirical hypothesis - the innateness of the language of thought - which
is considered highly dubious amongst people who otherwise are sympathetic to LOT. Clearly, a better response would leave open the question of
the extent to which the language of thought is innate. Second, Fodor's
response doesn't generalize to other versions of the Regress Argument,
versions we will come to shortly. But while different versions of the Regress
Argument may require individual responses, their common structure
suggests there may well be a common problem with them.
The second version of the Regress Argument that we want to consider,
also discussed by Fodor, turns on our ability to understand natural
language. As Fodor points out, he might be able to deny that the language
of thought is learned, but he can't really deny that 'it is, in a certain sense,
understood' (1975: 65). Focusing on understanding, we get the following
version of the Regress Argument:
Regress on Understanding
(1) Natural languages are understood.
(2) Supporters of LOT appeal to certain features of a postulated
language of thought in order to explain this fact.
(3) But the language of thought must also be understood, so supporters of LOT must now explain how we understand this internal
language.
Dilemma:
(4) Either, the understanding of this internal language is explained in
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the sameway the understandingof naturallanguageis explained,
in which case anotherlanguagewill have to be invoked - i.e., a
third language- and an infiniteregressensues;
(5) or the understandingof this internal language is explained in
some other way, in which case this alternativeexplanationmight
have been given for naturallanguage,and the introductionof a
languageof thoughtcould have been avoided.
Fodor'sresponsethis time is to opt for the secondhorn of the dilemma.He
claims that the internallanguageis understoodin a differentsense than
natural language is. His hypotheticalinterlocutor,however,presses him
further:
'you admit that there is at least one languagewhose predicateswe
understandwithout the internalrepresentationof truthconditions....
This saves you from infinite regress, but it suggests that even the
regressfrom the naturallanguageto the innerlanguageis otiose. You
arguethat we learn 'is a chair' only if we learnthat it falls underthe
truth rule "y is a chair- is true iff x is G and then you say that the
question of learninga truth rule for G doesn't arise. Why not stop a
step sooner and save yourselfthe trouble?Why not say that the question of how we learn 'is a chair'doesn'tariseeither?Explanationhas
to stop somewhere'.(1975: 66-7)
His responseis that,
explanation has to stop somewherebut it doesn't have to - and it
betternot - stop here.The questionof how we learn 'is a chair'does
arise preciselybecauseEnglishis learned.The question of how G is
learneddoes not arise preciselybecause,by hypothesis,the language
in which G is a formulais innate. (1975: 67; emphasisin original)
Notice that Fodorhas slippedbackto the firstversionof the RegressArgument, the one havingto do with languagelearning.What he hasn'tdone is
answerthe chargethat 'the regressfrom the naturallanguageto the inner
languageis otiose' specificallyin the case of languageunderstanding,the
case at hand.
The third versionwe want to consideris the one that Blackburnhas in
mind and one that has been recentlycriticizedby Tim Crane (in Crane
1995). This time, the argumentturnson the semanticpropertiesof natural
languageutterances.
Regresson Meaning
(1) Naturallanguageutterancesaremeaningful.(Therearetwo ways
to read this claim. The first concerns the fact that linguistic
expressions have any content at all, while the second concerns the
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fact that a particularexpression,or expressiontype, has a particular content. For present purposes, this distinction doesn't
matter,though the readingCraneand Blackburnhave in mind is
clearlythe second.)
2. Supportersof LOT appeal to certain features of a postulated
languageof thought in orderto explainthis fact.
3. But expressionsin the languageof thought are also meaningful,
so supportersof LOT must now explain how this is so.
Dilemma:
4. Either,the semantical propertiesof this internal language are
explainedin the sameway as the semanticalpropertiesof natural
languageare explained,in which case anotherlanguagewill have
to be invoked - i.e., a third language- and an infinite regress
ensues;
5. or the semantical properties of this internal language are
explainedin some otherway, in whichcase this alternativeexplanationmighthave beengivenfor naturallanguage,and the introduction of a languageof thoughtcould have been avoided.
Crane'sreply is in line with the one Fodor gives to the version based on
languageunderstanding.Cranesaysthat representationsin the languageof
thought 'have their meaning in a very differentkind of way to the way
public languagesentencesdo' (151). This, he says, 'does avoid the objection. But now of course, the question is: how do Mentalesesentencesget
their meaning?'(151; emphasisin original). But this doesn't answer the
question,because,just as with Fodor'sresponse,nothing has been said to
meet the charge that 'the regressfrom the natural languageto the inner
languageis otiose'.
It's importantto see that this aspect of the second horn of the dilemma
is crucialto the RegressArgument.Withoutit, the RegressArgumentisn't
reallyan argumentagainstLOT at all; it merelypoints out that we need to
give differentaccounts of how the languageof thought is learned,understood, or meaningfulthan we do for naturallanguage- hardlyenoughto,
in Blackburn'swords, 'destroy' LOT. In other words, the force of the
RegressArgumentcomes fromthe suggestionthat the languageof thought
is unmotivatedif it doesn'tlead to an infiniteregress,that we might just as
well apply to naturallanguagewhateveraccount works for the language
of thought and avoid the detourthroughthe languageof thought.
We should say that we do have considerable sympathy with the
common reductivestrategyembodied in the replies given by Fodor and
Crane as a way of providingan adequateaccount of, e.g., the meaningfulness of linguistic expressions. The best theory of linguistic meaning may
well be one that appeals to mental representations with semantic
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properties.2 Still, we think this response grants far too much as a response
to the Regress Argument. It simply wouldn't follow that LOT is gratuitous
even if the explanation of how the language of thought is meaningful could
be applied directly to the problem of how natural language is meaningful.
At best, what would follow is that the particular fact in question - that
natural language is meaningful - is by itself insufficient to motivate LOT.
In short, the Regress Argument tacitly supposes that what drives the
language of thought theorist from the level of natural language to the level
of a language of thought are exactly the explananda it addresses, that the
language of thought is invoked to account for linguistic meaning, learning,
and understanding. Yet while it's true that the language of thought theorist
will typically explain these things by appealing to a language of thought, it
is certainly not true that the only reason she postulates a language of
thought is to explain these things. Rather, the situation is that she thinks
there are excellent independent grounds for endorsing LOT, empirical
arguments, only some of which make contact with issues having to do with
natural language. So the proper reply to the Regress Argument can't be just
that there are good reasons to go from natural language to the language of
thought to solve the problem of linguistic meaning (to take one example),
for, even if there weren't, we still wouldn't have an argument against LOT.
The reason we wouldn't is because the Regress Argument would first have
to be supplemented in a way that rules out all the independent arguments
for LOT.
To put the point another way, the dialectical situation is that the
language of thought theorist, given her independent reasons for endorsing
LOT, has it as an option to reduce certain problems about natural language
to corresponding problems about language of thought representations,
and then solve them there; she isn't forced to opt for a reductive strategy.
She could, for example, apply the same type of solution at both levels by
appealing to a use theory of meaning for natural language while simultaneously appealing to a functional role semantics for the language of
thought. If she finds that a single solution like this works at both levels,
then, for all the Regress Argument shows, she is free to use it at both levels.
On the other hand, if she finds that her preferred solution works only at
the level of a language of thought, then she can reduce the natural language
2 One reasonto believethis is that mentalrepresentations
are more likely to be
governedby relevantcausallawsthanareutterancesin a publiclanguage.As Fodor
saysin a relatedcontext,theoriesof contentwill oftenstand'a muchbetterchance
than ... for (e.g.)Englishwords. ... [Since]
of workingfor mentalrepresentations
whetheran Englishword gets tokened(e.g., uttered)dependsnot just on what it
meansbut also upon the motivations,linguisticcompetences,and communicative
intentionsof Englishspeakers.Givingvoice to an utterance,unlikeentertaininga
thought,is typicallya voluntaryact' (1987:99-100).
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problemto a languageof thoughtproblem,andthensolveit there.This
doesn'tmeanthatanythinggoes,of course,andtheremaywellbe reasons
thequestion
to prefera reductivesolution,as we alreadynoted.Naturally,
shouldbe settledby familiartheoreticalconsiderations,
includingoverall
theoreticaleleganceand simplicity.The mainpoint,however,is that the
LOTtheoristis freeto adopteithersortof solution.Eitherway,she isn't
to LOTgratuitous,
caughtin an infiniteregress,nor is hercommitment
becauseherreasonsforpostulating
a languageof thoughtarenot thevery
problemsthatappear,in parallel,at bothlevels.
Thestandardarguments
for the languageof thoughtaremixedin that
theysupportdifferentfeaturesof thetheory.Someargueonlyformentalism, othersfor intentionalrealism,still othersfor internallystructured
mentalrepresentations.
What'smore,themultitudeof arguments
on offer
arenotequallypersuasive.
Obviouslywe can'treviewallof thearguments
here.So we'lljustnotea few of the basicreasonsfor supposingthereis a
languageof thought.To begin,we shouldthinkof humanbehaviouras
mediatedbya representational
systembecausethiswouldexplainthehigh
of
freedom
that
exists
betweenenvironmental
statesand behavdegree
iouralconsequences.
As Fodorsays3'thecausalrelationbetweenstimulus
andresponseis typicallymediatedby the organism's
internalrepresentation of each'(1975: 157; emphasisin original).Moreover,to explainan
andto dealwithnovelenvironorganism's
abilityto reasonhypothetically
mentalsituations(as such),we needto supposethatthe organismhas a
productive
representational
system,i.e., one,whichundersuitableidealiis
unbounded.
And
to
accountforthe productivity
of thissystem,
zations,
we haveto supposethatit hasa compositional
and
semantics.
This
syntax
to
structure
is
also
to
appeal
required providean accountof the mechanismsinvolvedin psychological
processes.Manypsychological
processes
- lexicalinsertion,syntactictransformation,
phonologicalencoding,and
so on- seemto involvethemanipulation
of partsof mentalrepresentations
(see,e.g.,Fodor1987, Levelt1993).Butin orderto be ableto manipulate
haveto haveparts,so theyhave
partsof representations,
representations
to be,to someextent,structured
representations.
3 In additionto offeringa defenceof LOTagainsta varietyof arguments,Fodoris of
courseone of the mainsourcesof positiveargumentsfor LOT.Unfortunately,
he
doesn'tusethesein his replyto the RegressArgument,perhapsbecausehe thinkshe
hasa perfectlyadequateansweralready.Inanyevent,manyof hisreadershavetaken
his actualresponseto the RegressArgumentto be a reductioad absurdumof LOT,
sincethey'vefoundhis 'radical'conceptnativismabsurd(see,e.g., PatriciaChurchland'sdiscussionin sec. 9.6 of her1986).Forthisreasonit'scrucialto see thatthere
is a muchmorepowerfulandperfectlygeneralresponse,whichcan be givento each
versionof the RegressArgument,andnot justto the argumentbasedon learning.
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In the end, it may happen that these motivations for LOT don't pan out.
Maybe some alternative to the language of thought can do all of the same
work, or maybe it can be argued that the work doesn't need to be done.
But it's important to see that in order for the Regress Argument to have any
bite, such arguments would have to be given. The sorts of arguments for
LOT that we've briefly mentioned turn out to be crucially involved in the
correct evaluation of the Regress Argument. They are independent arguments in the sense that they bring to bear explananda that the Regress
Argument ignores, but they are extremely pertinent because the Regress
Argument is implicitly committed to there not being any arguments for
LOT beyond those that address the explananda it explicitly mentions. Seen
in its proper light, then, the entire force of the Regress Argument depends
upon there being arguments against the full range of positive reasons for
endorsing LOT. Only then would the Regress Argument have any force,
and in that case it probably wouldn't be necessary anyway. Far from
having 'destroyed' LOT, the Regress Argument offers little or no reason to
be sceptical of the hypothesis: the unsupported presupposition of the argument is just the one on which the whole issue really turns.4
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